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Midway through a late Friday set at a half-full Village Vanguard during the dog days of July, 
Lewis Nash stated a medium-slow groove on the brushes as 83-year-old trumpeter Joe Wilder 
improvised six lovely choruses on Hoagy Carmichael’s “Rockin’ Chair.” It followed a series of 
songbook tunes and blues, and Nash could easily have settled for keeping time. But he was not, 
as the saying goes, merely “digging coal.” Instead, on each cycle through the form, Nash 
executed a different pattern and timbre on the snare drum, imperturbably articulating the beat 
with crisp precision. The back-of-the-bar patrons might not have noticed the subtlety and 
ingenuity of Nash’s design, but Wilder did, and he tossed his drummer a nod and a broad smile 
as he lowered his horn. 
 
It was not an anomalous moment. As Andrew Cyrille noted several years ago in a 5-star 
Blindfold Test evaluation, Nash, now 47, has “dotted all the i’s while coming up with some great 
inventions in the traditional style of jazz.” After remarking that “all the great brush players like 
Kenny Clarke, Ed Thigpen and Philly Joe Jones would have to give kudos to that playing,” Cyrille 
added, “Lewis is working very hard on the drums to make sure that we all remember whence 
we came and also what’s happening on the contemporary scene.” 
 
If the vocabulary of the aforementioned masters and a timeline’s worth of hardcore swingers 
stretching from Max Roach to Edward Blackwell is encoded in Nash’s rhythmic DNA, so are 
ideas drawn from drumset abstractionists like Cyrille and Jerome Cooper, dance-infused 
grooves from the funk and R&B that Nash played in his pre-jazz years, and a bracing array of 
Afro-Caribbean meters. He weaves them together smoothly, conveying tried-and-true swing 
and Latin rhythms with idiomatic authority. Then he tweaks them, working with a full 
complement of pitches and intervals across the drumset to animate his beats, displacing figures 
normally articulated on one component and playing them on another, positioning his phrases 
to suit the overall architecture of each piece. 
 
Nash titled his 1989 debut album Rhythm Is My Business [Alfa/Evidence], and continues to use 
the motto. The self-description is apt. He was one of New York’s busiest drummers in the ‘80s, 
building his reputation on prestigious gigs with Betty Carter, Ron Carter, Sonny Rollins, Branford 
Marsalis, Don Pullen, and George Adams, and cementing it during a ten-year run with the 
Tommy Flanagan Trio. As the ‘90s progressed, Nash became an A-list freelancer, building a 300-
plus album resume that includes Grammy-winners by McCoy Tyner (Illuminations), Nancy 
Wilson (R.S.V.P.), and Joe Henderson (Big Band); Gerald Wilson’s 2003 Grammy 



nominated New York, New Sound; important recordings by both Carters, Joe Lovano, Jim Hall, 
Horace Silver, Russell Malone and Regina Carter; and a slew of equilaterally oriented trios with 
Flanagan and such lustrous keyboard talents as Roland Hanna, Don Friedman, Kenny Drew, Jr., 
and Cyrus Chestnut. 
 
“I am thrust into different situations day in and day out with people who may have completely 
different musical objectives and viewpoints,” Nash said last December from his Hudson Valley 
home. “I try to bring the same seriousness to each situation. If there’s written music, and time 
allows, I put the chart under a microscope. If you don’t assimilate the basic character of the 
piece, you can’t use your interpretative skills to be creative—you’ll still be hung up on how to 
get from this place to the coda.” 
 
At the time, Nash was decompressing from a week in Osaka with a quartet of Japanese 
mainstreamers. That occurred not long after a one-nighter in Noumea, New Caledonia, with a 
pair of Hammond B3 organists, two weeks after he brought his own quartet to Taichung, 
Taiwan, for a four-night run. He was preparing for a week-long New Year’s engagement in 
Orvieto, Italy, to be followed by a three-day jaunt to Uruguay with pianist-composer Cedar 
Walton, an increasingly frequent employer. 
 
“When you are rooted, you don’t have to be afraid to try new things,” Nash said. “You’re 
manipulating time, beat, phrase, and timbre within a continuity of groove and feeling, so when 
the timbres change, people may not know exactly what you’re doing, but they know something 
feels and sounds different than in the previous chorus. I try for subtle transitions. There has to 
be a certain sense of freedom, of not the commonplace. Sometimes a little craziness is 
necessary to break through.” 
 
In a recent conversation, saxophonist Steve Wilson, Nash’s partner on a dozen or so speculative 
improv duo concerts since 2003, observed that Nash’s attitude that a form is less a ball-and-
chain than an opportunity to stretch boundaries makes his tonal personality a first cousin to 
that of Billy Higgins, who suited the needs of such antipodal stylists as Walton and Ornette 
Coleman with equal effectiveness while always sounding like himself. 
 
“Higgins was always listening, and that’s how it is with Lewis,” Wilson said. “He’s deeply aware 
of everything happening on the bandstand, and he addresses the entire legacy of jazz and the 
drums—all the way back to all the way forward. Everything he does is out of the logic of where 
the line is going.” 
 
Since 2000, no leader has collaborated more frequently with Nash than Lovano, both on his 
bop-to-free nonet and his more recent freedom-within-structure quartet with Hank Jones. 
“Lewis’ rhythmic attack is precise, but his phrases are lyrical, not just patterns that you play 
over,” Lovano said. “If I say something in a melodic phrase, he will answer and say something 
back at whatever tempo. His approach is refined, but his playing makes you want to jump out of 
your seat; it’s a force of nature, but that force changes on every piece.” 
 



Tommy Campbell, like Nash a Sonny Rollins alumnus, remarks on his encyclopedic command of 
the lexicon. “Lewis makes the most intellectual and technical things sound so natural and 
effortless that you forget about what it takes to play it,” said Campbell. “He uses so many 
different degrees of character on one groove or style. For example, he must have 20 ways to 
play a shuffle. He does all the little things, too. For example, he never makes unwanted sounds 
when he’s changing from sticks to brushes to mallets. In 20-plus years I’ve never seen him miss 
or muff a beat. He can go from soloing to the groove as fast as anyone. It seems he’s always in 
both places; it’s all one thing for him.” 
 
“Lewis will stay right in the pocket, while doing some of the most creative stuff being played,” 
affirmed bassist Peter Washington, Nash’s long-time partner in Flanagan’s trio. “A lot of guys 
feel swinging and grooving holds them back. To him, it sets him free!” 
 
“I don’t know if I made a conscious effort to be adaptable,” Nash said. “I always played in a way 
that I felt would add flavor and variety rather than bring all the attention to me. I’m looking for 
the beauty in my instrument. There’s beauty in power as well. But a lot of sounds are available 
to utilize. People hear the tonal detail and clarity, and they tell me that my approach is like a 
percussionist in the symphony. But my concept comes out of hard-swinging jazz. I try to 
interject the energy and swagger of funky rhythms into swinging, straight-ahead music—
although when you play the rhythms of R&B and hip-hop on a drumset tuned for playing jazz, 
the sound is not the same.” 
 
Nash came to hardcore jazz rather late in the game. As a teenager he played football 
(cornerback) and played drums for fun in dance bands around Phoenix, Arizona, his home town, 
before catching the jazz bug. 
 
“My mother listened to a lot of blues—B.B. King and Muddy Waters and so on,” Nash said in 
July. A T-Bone Walker jump blues on the car stereo cosigned the statement. “I was less 
attracted to Rock elements in the drumming of Tony Williams, Billy Cobham, Jack DeJohnette 
with Miles, and other guys who played fusion, than to the funkier, danceable things. My 
influences went from James Brown’s drummers or the feeling of Al Green’s Stax records to the 
people who laid the foundation in jazz drumming. Fusion influences came later, as my 
knowledge of music increased, whereas that’s the first stuff some people from my age group 
got into. 
 
“R&B wasn’t played as loud and hard in the ‘60s and ‘70s. More guys played time on the ride 
cymbal, like in jazz. Once disco and a certain period of funk became prominent, everything was 
on the hi-hats, and the bass drums and everything else got a fatter, heavier sound that you 
wouldn’t normally play in a jazz context, so the genres started to separate sonically.” 
 
During the disco era, Nash, who majored in broadcast journalism at Arizona State, was a fixture 
on the sparse Phoenix jazz scene, playing in local rhythm sections with hired gun saxophonists 
like Sonny Stitt and Art Pepper. He led his own combo, and wore bells on his ankles in a duo 



with saxophonist Allan Chase that opened for acts like Old and New Dreams, Sun Ra, and the 
Art Ensemble of Chicago. 
 
On the strength of a grant to study drums with Max Roach and a concurrent phone call to 
audition with Betty Carter, who hired him on the spot, Nash moved to Brooklyn in the winter of 
1980-81. There he joined a talented crop of young drummers who included Kenny Washington, 
Marvin “Smitty” Smith, Jeff Watts, and Ralph Peterson. 
 
“We had a lot of leeway to pursue our individual approaches,” Nash said. “For instance, Art 
Blakey or Jimmy Cobb might influence how you kept time on the ride cymbal, while at the same 
time you’d study the solo concept of Max or Elvin. The major innovators from the ‘40s through 
the ‘60s dealt with a true swinging jazz conception that wasn’t terribly influenced by rhythm-
and-blues, and didn’t drastically change that approach. But the advent of genre grooves from 
soul and funk and R&B, and the greater visibility of Latin and Afro-Cuban elements, caused the 
concept to adapt from the swinging, triplet-based ride cymbal feeling to a less linear straight-
eighth feeling.” 
 
Ensconced in New York, Nash refined his approach, going to clubs to watch Higgins, Elvin Jones, 
Art Blakey, Arthur Taylor, Billy Hart, Victor Lewis and Freddie Waits, figuring out which 
techniques to use and which to discard. On the road with Betty Carter from 1981-84 and as an 
ongoing member of Ron Carter’s two-bass quintet and nonet for the subsequent decade, he 
found tough-love laboratories in which to apply his discoveries. 
The singer insisted on precisely calibrated tempos and feels, but took great pains to discourage 
her young accompanists from playing sets by rote. 
 
“My whole time with Betty, at every rehearsal, she stressed not to lean on clichés, to search for 
something fresh to play,” Nash recalled. “You knew you couldn’t go on automatic pilot; she’d 
turn and say, ‘You already played that; play something else.’ You’d be on edge, wondering what 
change of pace is coming.” 
 
“Ron likes to use a lot of different colors,” he continued, adding that he considers the bassist a 
primary mentor. “He taught me a lot about tuning, and on some of his music I could be more 
percussionistic, and utilize finger cymbals, wind chimes and castanets. Steve Kroon often was 
playing percussion, and I incorporated what Steve did into my drumset.” 
 
“Betty told me that he read music very well,” Carter said. “One thing to his advantage is that he 
plays the form. Many drummers don’t. I had Lewis take up vibes, to help him visualize the piano 
keyboard when he soloed. He did very well. He started to study composition, wrote some nice 
melodies, and expanded his view of the drums as more melodic than they normally are thought 
to be.” 
 
“I tune the intervals wide enough to give the impression of melodic movement up or down a 
scale when I play a fill,” Nash elaborated. “I like to interject phrases not just to fill space, but to 
continue articulating the line I just heard the soloist play. If it’s a horn player taking a breath, 



I’m almost thinking of continuing his linear thought process until he returns the horn to his 
mouth, and maybe inspire his rhythmic direction.” 
 
During the ‘80s, while Nash was refining these ideas, Marvin “Smitty” Smith developed ways to 
make complex meters flow with Steve Coleman and Dave Holland. Jeff Watts began to merge 
the rhythms of timba with the patterns of Elvin Jones. Ralph Peterson, Carl Allen and Herlin 
Riley layered New Orleans streetbeats into swing feels. Younger drummers went to their gigs, 
copied them, and mainstreamed each vocabulary increment into next-generation argot. With 
the exception of a year of steady touring with Branford Marsalis, Nash played with established, 
older musicians “with one foot in the history of the music,” and interacted less frequently with 
his peer group. 
 
“I wanted to immerse myself in the lineage, to interact with movers and shakers in the music 
from further back,” he said. “I knew I wasn’t going to lose my desire to be creative or forget 
how to explore.” 
 
Some think that Nash’s impact on the younger branches of the drum tree is less pronounced 
than it ought to be. 
 
“Most of the younger drummers weren’t in the audience when Roland Hanna and Ron Carter 
and Tommy Flanagan were playing,” Washington said. “But on every level, Lewis brought 
something to the drums as unique as the guys who played with Branford and Wynton or M-
Base.” 
 
“Once critics hop on a guy’s bandwagon, young drummers looking for someone to listen to will 
go that way,” Carter said. “Lewis isn’t flashy or domineering in the negative way that drummers 
can be. I can’t think of another drummer in any age category who plays brushes so well. Not 
many read as well as he does, and even fewer know how to tune the drums. But critics are less 
aware of these aspects, and they don’t tune into Lewis when they talk about drummers who 
are important and can take the drum scene another step, unfortunately for them and for the 
history of the drums.” 
 
“My influence would have more to do with the sound of the instrument and the clarity of 
execution than any stylistic development,” Nash remarked, and younger drummers agree. 
“Lewis can play with authority like Elvin Jones and also the way Vernell Fournier played with 
Ahmad Jamal,” said Yellowjackets drummer Marcus Baylor, a former Nash student. “That’s a lot 
of ground to cover. He’s the most musical drummer of our time period, one of the musical 
drummers ever.” 
 
“A lot of situations that I play in cause Lewis to pop into my mind,” said Kendrick Scott. “I’ve 
studied his playing so much that I think, ‘Oh, what would Lewis play right here? It would 
probably be perfect.’” 
 



“We’re not supposed to stay where Tommy was,” Nash said during a January engagement at 
Dizzy’s Club Coca-Coca, where a quartet under his leadership—Washington, pianist Renee 
Rosnes and vibraphonist Steve Nelson—was performing Flanagan-associated repertoire. “He 
gave us a carpet and said, ‘Okay, I’m giving you these tools; now what are you going to do with 
them?’ 
 
“Tommy didn’t necessarily want me to play in a way that was reminiscent of the ‘40s or ‘50s or 
‘60s. He wanted me to play with him right now—which was the ‘90s. He was an open book. 
When I did things that come out of developments more recent than you might associate with 
his roots, he’d look up and I’d see him smile and his eyes gleam. If you remain open moment to 
moment with all your intelligence and skills, and don’t preconceive or predirect where you’re 
going, that’s as fresh and modern as you can be, whatever style you’re playing.” 
 
In 1998, Nash decided that it was time to augment his numerous opportunities “to interject my 
ideas and musical viewpoint in groups where I’m a sideman” and construct a context to allow 
him “complete freedom to express what I feel.” He organized a septet, and booked himself into 
the Village Vanguard, the first of several Vanguard combos of various sizes, comprised of long-
time associates and talented youngbloods. Building on his yearly Vanguard gig, he’s expanded 
his activity, and in 2003 and 2004 recorded the Japan-market CDs It Don’t Mean A 
Thing and Stompin’ At The Savoy, with Washington, Nelson, and pianist Jeb Patton. As of this 
writing, his 2007 calendar includes 10 weeks as a leader. 
 
During the JVC Festival in June, Nash played the Vanguard with a quintet comprising Wilson, 
Washington, trumpeter Jeremy Pelt, and pianist Gerald Clayton. The less-traveled repertoire, 
spanning the ‘60s through the ‘80s, included well-wrought tunes by Walter Davis, Jr. 
(“Pranayama”), Don Pullen (“Sing Me A Song Everlasting”), Thad Jones (“Ain’t Nothin’ Nu”), 
Kenny Barron (“New York Attitude”), James Williams (“Alter Ego”), and Johnny Mandel (“I 
Never Told You”). Nash emceed and took a couple of drum features. Otherwise, he gave the 
soloists much rein, swung mightily, and functioned, as Washington noted, “as the same 
supportive, musical drummer.” 
 
“Everything depends on how daring you want to be,” he said. “Parameters exist in any musical 
situation, and they force you to get the most from the least. You try not to limit yourself to ‘this 
is how you’re supposed to play this kind of music.’ You jump in, let your ears dictate, and keep 
all options on the table. I might borrow some sound or approach from an avant garde context 
that works in the middle of trading fours on a blues. Sound can cross genres and styles. It’s just 
a sound. It’s your job to figure out how to use that sound tastefully and in context. The more 
things you’ve done, the more you’ll be able to interject something new.” 
 


